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Cellulose, the chain of glucose residues easily obtained from nature, is the most common natural polymer. Owing to its own unique

material properties, compared to the conventional usage, nanocellulose (NC) with a crystalline structure can be considered to be used

in various industrial applications. As a novel sustainable future material, we review the recent achievements of NC from the view point

of material extraction and the composite processes to some extended important applications. While the mechanical properties of NCs

and the energy consumption during their composite processing are the key considerations, their application potentials have never been

limited to mechanical or commodity products as conventional celluloses. In the latter part of this review, emerging engineering

applications of NCs such as energy storage, flexible electronics, and smart materials will be further discussed for readers searching

future high-end eco-friendly functional materials. Also some suggestions for potential applications will be also discussed.
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1. Introduction

As our society is evolved to technology oriented society,

environmental issues become more important for the desires of

easiness, comfort-ness and safety. Modern technologies - information

technology, biotechnology and nanotechnology - have contributed to

develop our society in all different fields. However, future technologies

should concern more about our living environment and harmonize with

it, which is related to sustainability in future technologies.

The materials used in everyday can influence our whole life culture,

economy and politics far more deeply than we are inclined to admit:

this is, indeed, recognized by the archaeologists when they talk about

the ‘stone age’, the ‘bronze age’ and the ‘iron age’.1 Development of

new materials is a corner stone of sustainable future technologies.

Strong and light structural materials can reduce the weight of

automobiles and aircrafts, which can drastically improve agility and

reduce energy consumption as well as air pollution. To meet the

technological requirement, new materials are under development for

stronger and lighter materials. In addition to the technological

requirement, economic and social aspects are important for developing

new materials. So far petroleum based materials have been extensively

developed and used. These materials are competitive from the

economic point of view.

Beyond the performance of materials and economic aspects, life

cycle assessment is also important for our society. At the end of life

cycle of the materials, products should be able to reuse, recycle or

disposal. To disposal, the materials used for products should be

compostable in a short time. However, most petroleum based materials

take too long to be composted. It seems very possible that the coming

future materials will resemble natural materials like wood and bone, so

called biomimetic science and engineering.

Renewable materials are those which can be manufactured or

generated quickly enough to keep pace with how fast they are used up.

Renewable materials can be made from natural products or
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synthetically produced, and often include recycled products.

Renewable materials are sustainable materials, for example, cellulose,

chitosan, starch, collagen, soy protein and casein. These raw materials

are abundant and biodegradable, and are used to make diverse products

such as adhesives and cardboard. The use of renewable materials is

very important for carbon capture and sequestration, which prevents

large amount of carbon dioxide from being released into to the

atmosphere so as to reduce global warming.

As the most important skeletal component in plants, cellulose is an

almost inexhaustible polymeric raw material with fascinating structure

and properties. Formed by the repeated connection of d-glucose

building blocks, the highly functionalized, linear stiff-chain

homopolymer is characterized by its hydrophilicity, chirality,

biodegradability, broad chemical modifying capacity, and its formation

of versatile semi-crystalline fiber morphologies.2 Cellulose is the most

common organic polymer, representing about 1.5 trillion tons of the

total annual biomass production, and is considered as an almost

inexhaustible source of raw material for the increasing demand for

environmentally friendly and biocompatible products. The potential of

cellulose is tremendous.3 There is still plenty to discover and celebrate

in cellulose.

Fig. 1 shows a hierarchical structure of cellulose owned from

wood.4 Cell walls of wood are made with macrofibers of cellulose,

hemicellulose and lignin, which form a cellulose fiber composite. The

macrofibers are composed of microfibrils, which are formed with

nanofibrils of cellulose. Interestingly, nanofibrils of cellulose have

crystal part and amorphous part in a row. The crystal part of cellulose

cannot be broken due to strong hydrogen bond of hydroxyl groups in

cellulose. Rather cellulose crystalline has several polymorphs:

cellulose I, II, III, IV. Cellulose I is the crystalline cellulose that is

naturally produced by a variety of organisms, which is sometimes

referred to as natural cellulose. Its structure is thermodynamically

metastable and can be converted to either cellulose II or III. Cellulose

II is the most stable crystalline structure and can be produced by

regeneration and mercerization. There are two kind of nanocellulose

(NC): cellulose nanofiber (CNF) and cellulose nanocrystal (CNC).

NC - CNC and CNF- has unique properties including high E,

dimensional stability, low thermal expansion coefficient, outstanding

reinforcing potential and transparency.4,5 It is very highly crystalline

with a very high E ~150 GPa, which can shows very strong

mechanical properties. Fig. 2 shows the comparison of specific

strength and E (E) of various materials.4

This paper reviews recent advancement of NC research and

discusses about its possibility for sustainable future materials. The

second chapter focuses on NC and its extraction from of natural

resources. The extracted NC can be aligned, processed and modified

for long fibers, films, powders and suspensions. These materials can be

applied for environmentally friendly engineering composites that

surpass current technological limits of composite materials. The third

chapter covers the engineering composites. The fourth chapter

encompasses smart materials and structure applications. Lastly, these

materials can be applied to energy devices, for example, paper

batteries, supercapacitors and paper displays, which are explained in

chapter four. Lastly challenges and opportunities of this research will

be shown with summary.

2. Extraction of NC from Natural Resources

2.1 Nanocellulose

Cellulose can be extracted from wood, plants, bacteria and algae. As

shown in Fig. 1, for example, intrinsic ingredient of wood is cellulose

microfibrils that have 20-100 nm cross-sectional size with 100-200 nm

long fiber length. It is commonly recognized that amorphous and

crystal parts of cellulose are sequentially located along the fiber

direction in a row, meanwhile amorphous parts separate nanofibrils in

cross section. It is almost impossible to break the crystal parts of

cellulose because of strong hydrogen bonding between hydroxyl

groups in cellulose. On the other hand, amorphous parts of cellulose are

relatively easy to be broken. Thus, extraction of NC from natural

resources includes pre-treatment of natural resources and breaking of

amorphous parts of cellulose so as to extract NC in CNC and CNF

forms. CNC and CNF are extremely strong comparing with other

materials. Table 1 shows the comparison of material properties of

cellulose with other materials.4

Fig. 1 Hierarchical structure of cellulose (reproduced from Ref. 4 with

permission)

Fig. 2 Comparison of specific strength and Young’s modulus of

different materials (redrawn from Ref. 4)
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However, extraction of CNF and CNC from natural resources is not

easy because there are various resources and composition as well as

formation of cellulose is different. Not only wood, but also bamboo,

crop residues, oil palm empty fruit bunches, sugar cane gagasse,

tunicates, and bacterial cellulose are some of cellulose resources.

Pulping is well known method for breaking wood fibers by chemical

and mechanical methods so as to produce wood microfibers. Here, we

are not going to deeply touch pulping because our concern is for

extracting cellulose microfibrils and nanofibrils like CNF and CNC.

There are two distinctive methods for CNF and CNC extraction:

mechanical, chemical and physical methods. However, extraction of

CNF and CNC requires a multi-stage process involving vigorous

chemical and/or mechanical operations.6 For example, chemical

treatment, mechanical refining, homogenization and crushing of the

water-soaked pulp in the presence of liquid nitrogen has been tried.7

2.2 Chemical Extraction Methods

Wood fibers consists of cellulose hemicellulose and lignin, of which

lignin impedes separation of wood into its component fibers. It is

reasonable to delignificate at initial step for the extraction of NC. The

kraft pulping process is the most commonly used method of lignin

removal, which uses a hot solution of sodium hydroxide and sodium

sulfide in a digester.8 Microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) can be used as

intermediate source for the CNF and CNC extraction, of which most of

the lignin and substantial amounts of hemicellulose already removed.9

Acid hydrolysis can effectively break the amorphous cellulose and

extract CNC into the suspension.10 Fig. 3 shows the acid hydrolysis

role for isolating CNC and its TEM image for sisal.11 Similar to the

acid treatments, cellulose enzymes can attack on the amorphous

regions of cellulose fibers, which make it easier to extract

microfibrillated cellulose.12 Dissolution of cellulose is a method to

swell microcrystalline cellulose, making it much more susceptible to

separate into nanofibers. There are many kinds of cellulose solvent and

N,N-dimethylacetamide (DMAc) with lithium chloride (LiCl) is well

known solvent for dissolving cellulose.13 Ionic liquid is a recyclable

and environmentally friendly solvent that can dissolve cellulose. 1-

butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride ionic liquid was used to dissolve

and regenerate cellulose, which in turn was used for electro-active

paper.14,15 Electrospinning of cellulose solutions can be a way to

extrude fine cellulose fibers.16 2,2,6,6-tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl

radical (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation under moderate conditions has

been utilized for extracting 3-4 nm wide and a few microns long

cellulose nanofibrils.17 When TEMPO-mediated oxidation is applied to

native cellulose, the original fibrous morphologies are unchanged even

after the oxidation, which is a regioselective surface modification of

crystalline cellulose microfibrils.

2.3 Mechanical Extraction Methods

CNF is produce by delaminating inter-fibrillar hydrogen bonding of

cellulose microfibers under intense mechanical forces in order to

release CNF. Depending on the mechanical force levels and types,

amorphous domains of cellulose or hemicellulose, sort of inter-fibrillar

hydrogen bonding, can be easily broken at first and inter-molecular

bonding by Van der Waals force can be broken secondly. Intra-

molecular hydrogen bonding of cellulose is rarely broken because of its

high bonding strength. By breaking amorphous domains or inter-

fibrillar hydrogen bonding, CNF can be extracted. A high pressure

homogenizer and a grinding methods were attempted to micro fibrillate

pulp fiber.18 The high pressure homogenizer has a spring-loaded valve

which opens and closes in a reciprocating motion, subjecting the pulp

to a large pressure drop and high shear and impact forces generated in

a narrow slit of the valve.19 The grinder (MKCA6-3, Masuko Sangyou,

Co., Ltd, Japan) has a specially designed disk for super-grinding such

that by passing through a static grind stone and a rotating grind stone,

shearing forces are applied to the pulp slurry. However, the treated pulp

exhibited a wider distribution of fiber width. By combining two

methods uniform CNF was formed. However, this CNF is so

hydrophilic that its water retention increased to 534%.18 There are

attempted methods to extract CNFs, for example bead mill, pearl mill,

ball mill, dis mill and twin screw extruder.

Recently, an eco-friendly CNF extraction method was invented

using aqueous counter collision (ACC).20-22 This method allows bio-

based materials to be processed into nano-objects using only a pair of

water jets without any chemical modifications. Fig. 4 shows schematic

of ACC method and TEM image of an extracted CNF. A single ACC

pass can produce kinetic energy between 6.7 - 18.1 kJ/mol, which is

Fig. 3 (a) Acid hydrolysis breaks down disordered regions and isolates

CNCs, and (b) TEM image of CNC11

Table 1 Comparison of material properties of cellulose4

Material
Tensile 
strength 
(GPa)

Young’s 
modulus 

(GPa)

Density 
(g/cm3)

Tensile/
density

Modulus/
density

Thermal 
exp. coe. 
(ppm/K)

CNC 7.5 145 1.6 4.7 90.6 3-22

Glass 
fiber

4.8 86 2.5 1.9 34.4 13

Steel wire 4.1 207 7.8 0.5 26.5 15

Kevlar 3.8 130 1.4 2.7 92.9 -4

Graphite 21 410 2.2 9.5 186 2-6

CNT 11-73 270-970 1.0 11-73 270-970 -

Fig. 4 (a) Schematic of ACC method and (b) TEM image of CNF
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more than the energies associated with dipole-dipole, London

dispersion forces and weak hydrogen bonds.20 It is possible to

effectively reduce the particle sizes of various polymeric materials with

hierarchical structures, either natural or synthetic or carbon, using ACC

method. Interestingly, ACC treated CNF exhibits hydrophilic and

hydrophobic behaviors such that switching surface effect can be

produced depending on the substrate surface behavior.22

3. Engineering Composites

3.1 Influencing Factors on Mechanical Properties of NC-Based

Composites

3.1.1 Sources of the CNFs

The mechanical properties of celluloses vary by their natural

sources as shown in Table 2. Cellulose fibers from the same sources

also have some ranges of properties by changing their molecular level

shapes and qualities.23 This variation may be caused by diverse growth

environment for the plants as well as compositional ratio among

cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin. Furthermore, disintegration

techniques also alter their aspect ratio and mechanical stiffness even

from the same natural sources. Higher aspect ratio of filler materials

usually increases both stiffness and stress transfer of composites while

dispersion uniformity in the matrix becomes poorer.24 

Stiffness of natural fibers such as cellulose are severely affected by

crystallinity as well as molecular ordering while strength of the fiber

improves both by increasing cellulosic contents and by decreasing

spiral angle as shown in Fig. 5. Strength of the fibers is not highly

dependent on the structural ordering but on the inner defects on the

structures.24

3.1.2 Processing Techniques for the CNF Composites 

Processing techniques for cellulose nanocomposites include

solution-casting, melt-extrusion, electron-spinning, and beyond.25-31

Each method has unique pros and cons such as interaction between

matrix and fibers, alignment of long fibers, stress transfer effectiveness,

and dispersion of nanofibers in matrix.23 Also, processing parameters

such as temperature, casting rate, molecular tension at the interfaces,

loading ratio of cellulose nanofillers, and annealing treatments strongly

influence the overall mechanical performances of the cellulose

composites. Thus, choosing appropriate processing methods and

conditions with wide ranges of celluloses and matrix materials is

important for achieving the desired composite quality.23,32

One of the most common techniques for fabricating biopolymer is

the solution casting because its process is cheap and simple.33 The

solution casting techniques was compared with freeze-drying and hot-

pressing techniques for fabricating thermoplastic composites added

with cellulose nanowhiskers.25 SEM images of their solution casted

composites revealed some degree of cellulose aggregates and uneven

cellulose distribution from top to bottom layers. This disparity might be

originated from slow sedimentation of fillers and evaporation of solution.

Surprisingly, reinforcement effects of this solution casted composite

excel those of freeze casted and hot-pressed samples because slow

sedimentation promotes rigid stress sharing networks formed by strong

hydrogen interactions between celluloses.25 This high hydrophilicity of

cellulose also causes problems during composite processing such as

severe agglomeration in a non-polar matrix.34 This interactive exclusion

from matrix is particularly serious combined with high aspect ratio of

cellulose when cellulose contents rise above 20% in a composite. Thus,

it is extremely difficult to fabricate homogeneous composites with more

than 20% cellulose loading by simply mixing raw ingredients.26

One way to reduce this agglomeration is a melt extrusion technique

which involves high yield pumping extrusion of polymer melts such as

PLA33 together with suspension of NCs.34 Processing techniques for

high strength PLA-CNF composites through twin-extruder have been

reported.27,28 The melt processing conditions include temperature,

cellulose loading, mixing time and rate, fiber orientation governed the

mechanical properties of the polypropylene (PP)-cellulose composites.

For example, in the temperature under Tg, the viscosity of the

compounds becomes too high to flow and extremely high shear stresses

are simultaneously exerted on the CNFs. These stresses severely cut the

fibers and lower the aspect ratio of CNFs. In the other extreme

temperature, the cellulose nanofibers become degraded. Thus, the

mechanical properties of the composite have peaks in the narrow

optimized temperatures. Furthermore, higher loading of CNF enables

faster stress transfer between matrix and filler fibers by increased

attraction, which improved elastic modulus and strengths of the

composites. Mixing rate of the CNF also changed the orientation

degree as well as dispersion uniformity. As shown in Fig. 6, orientation

of the CNFs plays critical roles in the mechanical performances. If the

CNFs are situated in the transverse direction with the external stresses,

the exerting stresses are not effectively transferred or distributed toward

CNFs. This imbalance generates even degrading mechanical

performances by adding CNF reinforcements.23

Electrospining is a technique for fabricating few microns to hundreds

nm diameter polymeric fibers by electrostatic forces. This electrospun

fiber has superior features such as large surface area, controllable porosity,

and macro level flexibility.35 Electrospun PEO-CNC composites were

demonstrated.35 As the diameter of the injection needle decreased and the

Table 2 Comparison of mechanical properties of natural fibers23

Fiber
Tensile 

strength(MPa)
Elongation at 

break(%)
Young’s 

modulus(MPa)

Cotton 264-654 3.0-7.0 4980-10920

Wool 120-174 25-35 2340-3420

Silk 252-528 20-25 7320-11220

Flex 300-900 2.7-3.2 24000

Jute 342-672 1.7-1.8 43800

Sisal 444-552 2.0-2.5 -

Ramie 348-816 3.6-3.8 53400

Fig. 5 Effect of the cellulose contents in natural sources and the spiral

angle on strength24
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contents of electrostatically charged cellulose increased, the uniformity of

the diameters of the electrospun composite fibers increased. The

distribution and alignment of NC inside the composite fibers were also

decent to possess acceptable mechanical performances.

3.1.3 Surface Modification 

Intrinsically celluloses are hydrophilic which hampers interfacial

compatibility with most hydrophobic polymer matrices. Thus, surface

treatments by various coupling agents have been employed to lower the

interfacial associative tensions for years. By reforming hydrophobic

surfaces on the NCs, interfacial wetting and interactions with

commodity polymer matrices were improved to result higher

mechanical performances.26,36 Maleic anhydride grafted coupling agent

(MAPP) was used to process PP - CNF composites, which showed

more than 50% increment of the mechanical strength.26

3.2 Environment-Friendly NC-Reinforced Composites

3.2.1 Mechanical Property

Biopolymers such as chitosan, PLA, starch, have been widely used

to make cellulose composites because these biopolymers can make the

whole composite biodegradable and eco-friendly by avoiding resources

from fossil fuel. Biopolymer itself usually has poor mechanical

properties compared to those of synthetic polymers so that their

applications were limited to commodity products. Thus, reinforcing

nanomaterials without sacrificing environmental advantages of

biopolymers have been searched to improve mechanical versatility.37

CNFs are one of the most superior reinforcing materials to

biopolymers because of their inherent biocompatibility, renewability,

biodegradability, and universality. Unlike carbonaceous materials

including carbon nanotubes, graphite, and graphene,38 CNFs can be

functionalized without breaking molecular backbone structures, which

facilitate uniform dispersion or strong binding to matrix in polymeric

composites. The core attributes of CNFs as reinforcements include

extremely high specific stiffness as well as high aspect ratio (diameter/

length), which promote efficient load bearing transfer from matrix to

reinforcing CNF phase.39 Thus, combined with high mechanical

properties, CNFs have been highlighted as eco-friendly reinforcement

materials for transforming from weak biopolymers to strong engineering

biocomposites for around 20 years after long CNFs were extracted from

tunicates.40 Table 3 presents examples of biodegradable polymer-CNF

nanocomposites and their mechanical properties with CNF content.

3.2.1.1 Poly(vinyl alcohol) - CNF Composites

Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) is a synthetic biodegradable polymer

whose unique properties include thermoplastic, water-soluble, semi-

crystalline, nontoxic, transparent, and bio-compatible.44 Hydroxyl

functional groups on both PVA and CNF make PVA popular matrix

candidates on CNF composites. Furthermore, many successful

reinforcement studies on CNF - PVA composites were reported as in

Fig. 6 Effect of CNF orientation on tensile strength and Young’s

modulus23

Table 3 Examples of biodegradable polymer-CNF nanocomposites and

their mechanical properties with CNF content

Matrix
Cellulose
(resource)

Content
(wt%)

Tensile
strength
(MPa)

Young’s
modulus

(GPa)
Process Ref.

Poly
(vinyl 

alcohol)

CNF
(curava)

5 ~80* ~1.6*
Solution 
casting

41

CNF
(flax)

5 33.07 0.536 42

CNF
(MCC)

5 ~80* ~4* 43

CNF
(pulp)

60 55.6 1.022 44

CNF
(banana)

3 46 2.940 45

CNF
(aloe vera)

10 ~160* 7.99 46

CNF
(cotton)

5 1890 42
Gel 

spinning
47

Poly
(lactic 
acid)

CNF
(flax)

2.5-5.0 19.4-30.9 1.48-2.17
Solution 
casting

48

MCC
(pulp)

20 38.1 4.7

Extrusion

49

CNF
(pulp)

5 71.2 3.6 27

CNF
(bamboo)

2

53 2.2

50
BC 57 2.3

MCC 71 2.6

CNF
(pulp)

10 75 4.7 Kneading 51

Poly
(ethylene 

oxide)

CNC
(MCC)

20 8.52 0.0596
Electro-
spinning

35

CNC 1 3.5 0.072
52

CNF 4 2.2 0.051

CNC 7 17.6 0.937 Solution 
casting

53
CNF 7 27.3 1.727

Chitosan
CNF 10 57.45 1.627 Solution 

casting
37

CNC 5 99 2.971 54

Starch

CNC
(rice straw)

10 26.8 0.898
Solution 
casting

55

CNC
(kneaf)

6 8.2 0.326 56

Soy 
protein

CNF
(cotton)

20 31.19 1.023 Solution 
casting

57

CNF 30 59.3 1.816 58

CNF
(soy chaff)

5 10.83 0.172
Hot 

solution 
casting

59

CNF: Cellulose nanofiber, CNC: Cellulose nanocrystal, MCC: microc-

rystalline cellulose, BC: bacterial cellulose, *: values estimated from

charts presented in the original reference
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Table 3. The addition of just 5% CNFs to PVA doubled the Young’s

modulus of the polymer and increased tensile strength (St).
42 CNF was

isolated from curava and prepared PVA-CNF composites by solution

casting. With 5% of CNF contents, E and St of the composites

increased by 44% and 450% compared to neat PVA, respectively.41 The

St and E of PVA-CNF composites, whose CNFs were derived by acid

hydrolysis of microcrystalline cellulose (MCC), increased nearly

proportional to CNF content up to 7%. CNF was isolated from pulp by

means of mechanical grinding and high pressure homogenization

without any chemical treatments, and the highest St and E were

observed at 60% CNF content.44 Highly oriented fibers of PVA-

cellulose whiskers were prepared by gel spinning. The composites

exhibited superior mechanical properties as shown in Fig. 7, 1.89 GPa

(St) and 42 GPa (E) which might be cause by anisotropic alignment of

whiskers in the composite fibers.47 Overall, we found that there is huge

variation in effectiveness of reinforcements by CNFs in PVA matrix.

Possible factors for this variation include pretreatment, alignments,

isolation, and chemical functionalization of CNFs as well as composite

processing conditions and natural sources of CNFs.46

3.2.1.2 Poly(lactic acid) - CNF Composites

Poly(lactic acid) (PLA) is a renewable thermoplastic biopolymer

made from agricultural materials like corn, via lactic acid fermentation.

The versatility of PLA is exemplified by wide range of applications in

packaging, consumable goods, automotive parts, 3D printing, and

biomedical implants.48 The major shortcomings with PLA properties

include weak toughness and low thermal stability. Thus, active researches

are going on to improve the shortcomings of PLA by incorporating

reinforcing fillers such as NC.49 CNFs were obtained from flax yarn by

acid hydrolysis and then PLA-CNFs composites were prepared by

solution casting. E and s of the composites with 5% CNF increased by

47% and 59% compared to pure PLA.48 An enhanced thermal stability of

the composites was shown in Dynamic mechanical thermal analysis

(DMTA) curves (Fig. 8).49 Comparison on cellulose sources was also

performed among bacterial cellulose (BC), MCC and bamboo cellulosic

fibers (BCFs) (Fig. 9). Although all of them increased stiffness of PLA

composites, MCC showed the highest increment by efficient load bearing

transfer.50 Reinforcing efficacy of microfibrillated cellulose (MFC) in

PLA matrix was studied.51 Uniformly dispersed MFC increased E and s

of the composites by 40% and 25% respectively without a reduction of

yield strain up to MFC content of 10% as shown in Fig. 10.

Fig. 7 Stress-Strain curves of PVA-cellulose whisker nanocomposites

by gel spinning47

Fig. 8 DMTA graphs of PLA based composites with different

concentration of MCC49

Fig. 9 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of (a), (a1): BC;

(b), (b1): MCC; (c), (c1): cellulosic fiber from bamboo50

Fig. 10 Stress-Strain curves of PLA- MFC with different contents of MFC51
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3.2.1.3 Poly(ethylene oxide) - CNF Composites

Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) is a biodegradable, biocompatible,

hydrophilic, and flexible polymer, which innately forms hydrogen

bonding with cellulose. PEO is used as polyelectrolytes in the battery

application, and also broadens its usability in the biomedical application

as drug delivery carriers or biocompatible scaffolds.60 For expanding the

application of PEO, seamless reinforcements with NC are continually

reported. Electrospun PEO composite fibers containing CNCs were

produced, which were hydrolyzed by acid from MCCs. E and St of the

20% CNC composites were improved by 2.5 and 2 times from those of

the pure PEO, respectively, and its improvement were nearly linear with

CNC content (Fig. 11).35 Recently, difference of CNCs and CNFs in

reinforcing efficiencies of electrospun PEO nanofibers was reported.52

Although 1% of CNCs and 4% of CNFs showed the highest E and St, the

composite fibers became too brittle and lowered toughness as further

increasing their fillers. When they changed the PEO composite

processing to solvent casting, 7% of the cellulose fillers was the optimum

loading unlike electrospinning PEO composite.53

3.2.1.4 Chitosan - CNF Composites

Chitosan is one of the polysaccharides derived by deacetylation of

chitin,37 whose property include non-toxic, biodegradable, and

biocompatible.54 The effects of varying concentrations of CNF and

glycerol (plasticizer) in chitosan indicated that the mechanical

properties were the highest with 5% CNF content.37 Only small loading

of NCC could reinforce chitosan because efficient stress transfer were

restricted by formation of penetration on networks and interaction

between fillers and matrices.54

3.2.1.5 Starch - CNF Composites

Starch is one of the most widely used biopolymers because its

availability.55 The isolation of CNCs from rice straw and its application as

reinforcing filler in starch-based bioplastic were reported. E and St of the starch

composite significantly increased by about 1.5 and 2 times, respectively with

10% CNC loading.55 CNCs were extracted from kenaf fibers as reinforcing

fillers in starch. From the tensile tests, it was found that 6% of CNCs are

enough to improve the mechanical quality of the composites.56

3.2.1.6 Soy Protein - CNF Composite

Soy bean is also one of the renewable materials, which is

biodegradable, low cost and plentiful in production, and widely

available. Thus, this soy protein can be used to make eco-friendly

consumable bioplastics.58 Mechanical properties of soy protein

thermoplastics can be changed by adding cellulose nanowhiskers

(CNWs).57 Because phase separation happened with a high relative

humidity (RH) condition, they tested the composite at 0% RH at which

E and St changed from 0.53 GPa to 1.02 GPa and from 16.7 MPa to

31.2 MPa, respectively by filling 20% CNWs. When micro/nano-sized

bamboo fibrils (MBF) were used to make cellulose - soy protein

plastics, E and St changed from 0.60 GPa to 1.82 GPa and from

20.2 MPa to 59.3 MPa, respectively with 30% cellulose.58

3.2.2 Barrier Property

The materials for packaging applications is mostly petroleum based

non-biodegradable polymers because of exceptional gas and water

barrier properties, and low cost. As environmental issues about

reducing wastes and saving resources are continuously brought, more

societal pressures are being imposed to replace the sources of these

food packaging polymers from fossil fuels to eco-friendly sustainable

biomaterials. Furthermore, these conventional polymers are neither

easily degradable nor recyclable once they are processed to

composites, thus causing environmental pollution. However, the

barrier properties of the biopolymers are not as perfect as

conventional packaging materials petroleum based polymers like PP.

Thus, controlled or limited permeability of low molecular gases to

biopolymers have been actively developed. One factor for controlling

barrier properties is increasing crystallinity of the biopolymers.61 In

order to enhance the crystallinity, nanomaterials such as NC were

tried to add in biopolymers while maintaining their inherently good

properties such as transparency and biodegradability.62 The barrier

properties of paper could be improved by adding MFC extracted from

wood. This improved barrier properties were caused by decreasing

densities of surface micro-pores.61 Also, it is known that CNWs were

able to reduce the water and oxygen permeability by up to 82% and

90%, respectively with 3 wt% of CNW.62 5% NCC addition on

chitosan could reduce the water vapor permeability to 27%.55 More

recently, adding CNFs on biodegradable PEOs increased gas barrier

properties. By simple solvent casting, crystalline orientation of PEO

was improved (Fig. 12) as well as permeation wall to gas were

effectively formed by 5% CNF addition.63

Fig. 11 SEM images of PEO-CNC composites during tensile test35

Fig. 12 The degree of crystallite orientation and oxygen permeability

with different CNFs contents in PEO-CNFs composites63
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4. Smart Materials and Structures

NC based smart materials display intelligent behavior in response to

environmental stimuli such as light, temperature, electrical input, pH, and

magnetic force, to design smart materials for many applications.64-67 Due

to biocompatible and biodegradable nature, cellulose based stimuli-

responsive materials have shown great potential in electro-stimulated

targeted drug delivery systems.68,69 CNCs with high aspect ratio and

mechanically stiff fibers can serve as renewable reinforcing agents in

nanocomposites, as well as a handle for adding stimuli responsiveness.70

CNF photo-responsive nature can act as an adaptive filler in a soft

polymer matrix, and can also act as a photo-switchable gelator.71 The

exceptional characteristics of NC such as low density, thermal stability,

chemical resistance, high mechanical strength, biocompatibility and bio

degradability has allowed to use it as functional material in actuation

systems, and sensors for detecting pH, organic vapors, ions and

humidity. In the last five years, research on NC has increased

extensively to design nanostructured materials, like CNC, CNF, and

BC. Cellulose itself has limited functionalities in smart materials and

structures, but three-dimensional hierarchical structure that contains

cellulose nanofibers or nanoparticles has broadened its opportunities.

4.1 Cellulose Based Actuators

The interesting actuation mechanism and piezoelectricity exhibited

by cellulose has broaden the development in the area of cellulose

research.65 Cellulose based electro-active paper (EAPap) has been

employed in many smart applications including electromechanical

transducers, actuators, and for haptic applications.72-75 To improve the

performance, cellulose based EAPap actuators has been characterized

with ionic liquids, conducting polymer, SWNT/MWNT, chitosan

blends, and metal oxide cellulose nanocomposites. Yang et al.

fabricated a wirelessly driven Cellulose-Polypyrrole-Ionic Liquid

(CPIL) nanocomposite actuator by incorporating nanoscale polypyrrole

onto cellulose by an in situ polymerization technique followed by

activation in a room temperature ionic liquid (Fig. 13).76 The CPIL

actuator showed a maximum bending displacement of 10 mm under

ambient humidity conditions with an electrical power consumption of

30 mW. The concept of a remotely powered and controlled EAPap

actuator by means of modulating waves with a control signal, and

demodulating the actuator through the rectenna (rectifying antenna)

rectification was investigated. Without microwave modulation, the

maximum voltage and power obtained from the dipole rectenna array

were 11.4 V and 324 mW, respectively. With modulated microwaves,

the maximum output voltage and power were slightly increased to

12.8 V and 410 mW, respectively.77 The performance of a bending

electro-active paper actuator made by mixing MWNTs and cellulose

was tested in terms of its electrical input, mechanical power output and

resonance frequency.78 Functionalized multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(F-MWNTs) were blended with cellulose solution to fabricate F-

MWNTs/cellulose EAPap actuators, resulting in a large bending

displacement of 4.5 mm and improved output force.79 Cellulose EAPap

is sensitive to humidity and temperature and its electromechanical

behavior degrades with time. An attempt was made to eradicate these

pitfalls by cracking an EAPap actuator made with cellulose and

chitosan blends.80 The results showed that the chitosan-cellulose-based

EAPap actuator is less sensitive to humidity; a large bending

displacement of about 4.1 mm and long lifetime were noticed.

The material properties of cellulose for smart applications can be

enhanced by adding metal oxide to the cellulose matrix.81 A high

strength elastomeric nanocomposite was prepared by dispersing

microcrystalline cellulose in a polyurethane matrix.82 The resulting

large improvements in the stiffness/strength, as well as strain-to-failure,

were supposed to be due to the good interaction, caused by both

covalent and hydrogen bonds, between the polyurethane and the

cellulose nanofibrils. A TiO2-cellulose nanocomposite was synthesized

through titanyl sulfate hydrolysis in an acidic medium in the presence

of cellulosic fibers.83 By hybridizing functional metal oxides with

cellulose substrates, nature friendly, cost effective and disposable

sensor devices with good sensing performance are possible. A cellulose

nanocomposite with high content of Fe3O4 nanoparticles with

regenerated cellulose as a matrix provided a green and facile method

for the preparation of bio-based nanocomposite films with excellent

magnetic properties.84 A hybrid thin film consisting of tin oxide

nanoparticles and cellulose was fabricated and characterized.85 The

reduction in the crystalline melting transition temperature due to the

SnO2 nanoparticles showed the potential application of this hybrid

configuration as a biodegradable and flexible humidity sensor. The

electromechanical behavior of the green cellulose-ZnO hybrid

nanocomposite showed superior piezoelectric charge constant, with a

value of 160 pC/N.86

4.2 Cellulose Based Hybrid Nanocomposites

With the discovery of cellulose as a smart material, its use for paper

based actuators and sensors has been reality. An amperometric glucose

biosensor was utilized based on gold nanorods/cellulose acetate

composite film as an immobilization matrix.87 Under optimal

conditions, the biosensor showed high sensitivity (8.4 µA /cm2 mM), a

low detection limit, and good storage stability. A glucose biosensor was

developed based on cellulose paper and glucose oxidase immobilized

cellulose-SnO2 hybrid nanocomposite (Fig. 14).88

Fig. 13 (a) Concept of wirelessly driven EAPap actuator, and (b)

Configuration of wirelessly driven CPIL actuator76
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Cellulose based hybrid nanocomposites have also been employed

for the detection of toxic and harmful gases in gas sensors, and

chemical vapor sensors.89 Highly sensitive gas sensors were developed

based on SWNT networks prepared from aqueous hydroxypropyl

cellulose-assisted dispersions.90 The sensor can detect the level of 25

ppb or lower concentrations of NO2 and 5 ppm ammonia, and showed

almost no baseline drift after multiple NO2 exposures at room

temperature. A SWNT based ammonia sensor was reported with

cellulose paper.91 Two types of devices were compared: CNT-on-paper

and CNT-cellulose composite. The CNT-on-paper device showed a

faster response/recovery and higher sensitivity than the CNT-cellulose

composite, due to the larger reaction surface. In comparison to the

control sensor made on a glass substrate, the paper based sensor

exhibited superior uniformity and repeatability and can be utilized for

smart paper based low-cost disposable applications. A robust capacitive

humidity sensor was manufactured using a mixture of three cellulose

acetate butyrates cross-linked by a melamine formaldehyde resin as the

sensor material.92 The sensor showed good performance from 0 to

100% RH and from - 40 to 120oC, and was robust enough to use in

industrial processes. The increased piezoelectricity of cellulose EAPap

due to mechanical stretching proved that the flexible regenerated

piezoelectric cellulose can be applied to make a film type flexible

cellulose-EAPap speaker in the audible range for acoustic

applications.93

CNC, and CNF have attracted large attention in nanostructures

materials mainly due to their origin and properties like stiffness, non-

toxicity, low thermal coefficient, transparency, and improved

mechanical properties.70,94 These nanostructure materials have the

potential to replace petrochemical based products and are extremely

cheap compared to other high performance materials. A SEM image of

raw cotton fibers revealed flat twisted ribbon form characteristic of the

dried fibers, which was used in the characterization of a thin

transparent nanopaper field effect transistor (FET).95 Inorganic

nanoparticles, metal oxides and ions, graphene and graphene oxides,

conducting polymers, carbon nanotubes and ionic liquids can be

characterized with cellulose nanocrystals to produce cellulose based

smart nanocomposites with better electrical and optical properties.96

The inherited piezoelectric effect of CNC thin films further extend its

possibilities and potential. The relationship between polarization

gradients and strain mechanics of ultra-thin films of aligned CNC was

investigated by monitoring their deflections with an atomic force

microscope in contact mode Fig. (15). The magnitude of shear

piezoelectric constant (d25) was comparable to that of a piezoelectric

metal oxide (ZnO) film.97

4.3 NC Based Smart Composites

NC smart composites can form stimuli responsive materials for

sensory and actuation applications, devices for electro-stimulated drug

release, and biocompatible energy harvesting. CNCs have been widely

used as reinforcement in shape memory materials, which changes their

shape upon external stimulus.98 CNCs/PU composites showed higher

tensile modulus and strength than unfilled films (53% modulus increase

at 1 wt.% NC), with higher elongation at break. Creep deformation

decreased as cellulose concentration increased (36% improvement se in

60-minute creep by addition of 1 wt% NC). The rigidity of shape

memory polymers by adding small amounts of well-dispersed NC was

improved significantly. A stimuli-responsive mechanically adaptive

CNCs nanocomposite was inspired by biological sea cucumbers, which

has the potential to reversibly change the stiffness of their dermits.99

CNCs has been effectively employed in thermo, pH, and magenetic-

responsive nanocomposite for many potential applictions.100

Nanocomposites of poly(vinylacetate) (PVAc) and cotton cellulose

whiskers demonstrates a mechanically adaptive behavior in response to

thermal and chemical stimuli.101 The mechanical contrast in stiffness is

almost similar to earlier generation PVAc-tunicate whisker

nanocomposites. However, the water uptake of these nanocomposites is

significantly lower, presumably due to the lower surface charge density

of cotton cellulose whiskers films. Functionalization of the surface of

CNCs was made by either carboxylic acid (CNCCO2H) or amine

(CNCNH2) pH-responsive.102 At low pH, where the amine groups are

protonated, CNCNH2 forms aqueous dispersions in water on account of

electrostatic repulsions of the ammonium moieties inhibiting

aggregation. However, a transition to hydrogels is observed at higher

pH where the CNCNH2 are neutral and the attractive forces based on

hydrogen bonding dominate. It was further explained that pH-

responsive CNCs can be incorporated into a PVAc matrix to yield

mechanically adaptive pH-responsive nanocomposite. CNFs and their

integration as smart functional material in real world applications offer

many advantages.103 CNF reinforcement can enhance the functionality

Fig. 14 Schematic of the detection mechanism of a cellulose-SnO2

hybrid nanocomposite glucose biosensor88

Fig. 15 Schematic of piezoelectric phenomena of cellulose

nanocrystals thin films and its image by piezoelectric force

microscope97
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of aerogels, and stimuli-responsive materials as compared to

conventional materials.104 The advantage of using CNF instead of

wood based pulp fiber is that the nanofibrils enable the reinforcement

of the thin cell walls in matrix. The larger dimensions of wood based

fibers make them less suitable for structure reinforcement. The

enhanced bond strength between fibers is very attractive for paper

making industry and to produce grease-free paper.105 The shape

memory properties of smart polyurethane were modified by reinforcing

Polyaniline (PANi)-coated cellulose nano fibers.106 The two-phase

structure of the polymer is responsible for the material’s ability to

remember and autonomously recover its original shape after being

deformed in response to an external thermal stimulus. The use of

conductive CNFs opens the future possibility of triggering the shape

memory response of these cellulose-PU composites through the use of

a stimulus other than temperature, although PANi deposition should be

optimized for that purpose.

4.4 Bacterial Cellulose Based Nanocomposites

BC has excellent intrinsic properties, and can be used as

reinforcement for nanocomposites, actuation systems, and biomedical

applications.107 The electromechanical performance of LiCl treated BC

revealed much large bending deformation because of its lower stiffness

and higher ionic exchange capacity through the proper control of

crystallinity.108 In the fully hydrated state the composite shows bending

actuation on application of both step and harmonic electrical inputs.

The composite exhibits a transient displacement of 0.6 mm and a

steady state displacement of 0.2 mm under a DC excitation of 2.5 V.

The actuator stores an electrical energy of 0.8 mA cm-2 at 0.5 Hz and

3.0 V. BC actuator can be a promising smart material that may possibly

be used in the wet environment of diverse biomedical applications. BC

pellicles with ferrite particles were found to be superparamagnetic at

room temperature.109 Magnetic BC can exhibit variety of magnetic

structures, which can be exploited for magnetism based technologies

such as magnetic actuator or as a magnetic paper. The BC impregnated

with Ni nanoparticles was found to exhibit both ferromagnetic and

superparamagnetic behavior at room temperature with a saturation

magnetization of 2.81 emu g-1 which increases by an order of

magnitude to 21.8 emu g-1 at 1.8 K (Fig. 16).110 The coercive field also

increases by two orders of magnitude from 28 G at 300 K to 2900 G

at 1.8 K. The magnetization decrease with increasing temperature up to

400 K, when extrapolated to high temperatures using a power law

indicates a Curie transition at 500 K, much lower than the Curie

temperature of bulk Ni.

5. Energy and Electronic Applications

Combined with the ability to accommodate other functional

materials, cellulose has many opportunities for applications in

electrical, electrochemical, and optical devices. Using nano-scaled

cellulose fibers, the advanced application has been suggested and

studied. During past decade, research on nanostructures of cellulose

has increased dramatically due to the potential applications in

electronics, biosensors, and energy storage devices. Development of

nanostructured inorganic materials in the form of nanocrystals,

nanowires, and nanotubes provides a list of functional inks for

integration into paper.111

5.1 Cellulose for Energy Storage 

Cellulose is very interesting for an energy storage system due to its

structural advantage. Using liquid electrolytes, ionic species can move

between the electrode surfaces due to porosity in cellulose at room

temperature condition. As an electrode on cellulose, conducting

materials such as conductive metal oxide, graphene, carbon nanotubes

(CNTs), metal nanowires, and conducting polymers have been

suggested and investigated.112

As a promising candidate for energy application using NC, the

cellulose based flexible energy storage device was made by using

cellulose and MWCNT.113 The simple structure is based on a single

sheet of conductive cellulose paper (separator) made from room

temperature ionic liquid and CNT (electrode). The as-fabricated

Fig. 16 The ferromagnetic nature of Ni nanoparticles is preserved even

when they are impregnated into the BC matrix, as shown by the

hysteresis behavior. Transmission electron microscopy clearly shows

the Ni nanoparticles trapped in BC110 Fig. 17 Cellulose based supercapacitor and battery113
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flexible lithium-ion battery exhibited a specific capacity of 110 mAh/g

by using aqueous 6 M KOH. Fig. 17 shows the schematic of cellulose

based flexible energy storage. Cellulose in available nanofibers,

nanocrystals and its derivatives also has been suggested for high power

Li-ion battery (LIB) application as separators, electrolytes and

electrodes. The advantage of cellulose based LIB is the simple

integration process which includes a single flexible paper structure

where nano-fibrillated cellulose severed both for binding the electrode

materials and realizing separator, shown in Fig. 18.114

Using microfibrillated cellulose as reinforcement for LIB polymer

electrolytes, composite membranes with excellent mechanical properties

(E ~ 80 MPa), electrical high ionic conductivity (approaching 103 S/cm),

and stable overall electrochemical performances was also reported.115

Very recently, a nanofibrillated cellulose composite with a liquid

electrolyte was reported for a very high elastic modulus around

400 MPa while the values of ionic conductivity is about 5×10-5 S/cm

for LIB application.116

As another type of energy storage type, Zhu et al. investigated

sodium-ion battery (SIB) using natural wood fiber as electrolyte

reservoir. The mesoporous structure of wood fiber as an electrolyte

reservoir that allows for ion transport through the outer and inner

surface of the fiber. A stable cycling performance with an initial

capacity of 339 mAh/g was successfully demonstrated. The new

approach will be utilized for low cost Na-ion based batteries.117

For commercialized productions, Enfucell in Finland has developed

a disposable, paper-thin and flexible printed power source based on

zinc and manganese dioxide for applications like transdermal

pharmaceutical and cosmetics patches, wireless medical and logistics

sensors, functional packaging. Unfortunately Enfucell is not rechargeable

type. Another paper based battery was suggested for ultrathin recyclable

flexible paper based battery with longer cell lifetime up to 105 cycles.

The sample thickness is less than 400 um.118,119

5.2 Cellulose for Display Device

As display substrates, flexible, low-CTE and optically transparent

wood-cellulose nanocomposites can be another important candidate.

Successful organic light emitting diode (OLED) devices was

demonstrated.120 They achieved the 21 ppm/K of CTE value from

cellulose substrate for OLED display. Recently, transparent and flexible

nanocomposite composed of BC and PU based resin was successfully

developed as a substrate for OLED with high light transmittance of up

to 80%, good stability up to 200 cd/m2 and dimensional stability in

terms of CTE of as low as 18 ppm/K.121

5.3 Cellulose for Energy Harvester

80% of all photovoltaic solar panels are made with crystalline

silicon due to its long-term performance and good reliability.

However but most of it occurs in compounds that would be costly to

extract the pure silicon. Cellulose can also be used the flexible

substrates for solar application. Two major achievements of solar cell

on paper were reported. The world first solar panel on paper was

developed from research Gr. of MIT. The paper photovoltaic arrays

were deposited CVD methods and later printed on normal paper by

roll-to-roll process. Another approach was performed from German

research group. Using 3PV (printed paper photovoltaic) with

conventional printing methods, polymer/fullerene solar cells were

printed on paper using a combination of gravure and flexographic

printing techniques.

Fig. 18 Images of cellulose battery (a) Made with paper-cathode,

separator and paper-anode and (b) Foldable structure114

Fig. 19 NC fibril based Sodium ion battery (a) Extraction from wood

(b) Sodiation process of cellulose nanofiber and (c) Mechanism of

sodium-ion battery (SIB)117

Fig. 20 The images of paper based battery from (a) Enfucell118 and (b)

Paperbattery Co.119
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5.4 Paper Transistor

As the cheap and nature friendly substrate in semiconductor

industry, cellulose also can be considered for potential transparent

insulating or semiconducting material. Paper based transistor was

reported for low-cost, flexible, and disposable microelectronics, such as

biosensors, intelligent packaging, which was considered the prerogative

of organic semiconductors to be compatible with paper substrates.111

The suggested paper based transistor cannot replace silicon transistors

due to scaling down issue, while it can be for some low-cost,

disposable applications. By utilizing a printing technique, low-cost

flexible paper based electronic device can fulfill the requirements for a

fast and low-cost manufacturing process and the use of inexpensive

disposable substrates from nature.

Compared to printed electronics, modification of cellulose and

appropriate process technique will pave the new way in electronics

based on cellulose, called ‘papertronics’. Based on these approaches,

cellulose can be extended even further electronic applications by

modification of cellulose was suggested. By covalently bonding of

nanotube in cellulose fibril, a transparent paper transistor as a

semiconducting layer was fabricated.111,124,125

6. Conclusions

The recent achievements of NC from the material extraction and the

composite processing to smart materials, electronic and energy

applications were reviewed. NC in the form of nanocrystal or

nanofiber, has unique properties including high elastic modulus,

dimensional stability, low thermal expansion coefficient, outstanding

reinforcing potential and transparency. NC extraction from natural

resources is the first important step in this research, and there are two

methods: chemical and mechanical methods. Chemical methods can

break cellulose fiber into nanocrystals or modify the cellulose surface

properties although it requires a lot of chemical usage. Mechanical

methods of NC extraction have merits in terms of eco-friendly and

chemical free but not suitable for precise material procession. Thus,

these two methods need to be compromised for achieving precise and

eco-friendly material processing.

The extract NC can be aligned, processed and modified for long

fibers, films, powders and suspensions. Because currently available

biopolymers are neither satisfactorily offering mechanical rigidity nor

barrier sealing properties, composite reforming with NC fibers is

required to use them in wide ranges of engineering plastic and

commodity plastic applications. While active researches are still being

performed, a few fundamental understanding were revealed on

desirable processing parameters as well as structural and property

relationship of the NC composites. Particularly, mechanical properties

such as stiffness and strength of the composites were sternly varied by

the sources and the qualities of reinforcing NC, processing methods

and conditions, and surface functional groups of the NC. These

environmentally friendly engineering composites can surpass current

technological limits of composite materials.

NC can also be applied to smart materials and structures which

can change its shape, morphologies and material properties so as to

adapt its environmental change. Smart materials based on NC display

intelligent behavior in response to electrical input, light, temperature,

pH and magnetic force to develop sensory-actuation systems. Easy

chemical modification of NC can allow inorganic hybrid materials so

as to extend its functionality of cellulose, which can be applied to

Fig. 21 Luminescence of an organic light-emitting diode deposited

onto a flexible, low-CTE and optically transparent wood–cellulose

nanocomposite from (a) Ref. 120 and (b) Ref. 121

Fig. 22 (a) Cellulose based flexible organic solar cell122 (b) and roll-to-

roll printed paper solar sheet123

Fig. 23 Cellulose based paper transistors from (a) Ref. 111 and (b) Ref.

125
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smart devices. NC can be applied to energy devices, for example,

paper batteries, supercapacitors and paper displays. Also cellulose

applications in electronics are now spreading to wide in the fields

from insulating to energy storages, display, semiconducting devices

even solar cell applications. Therefore, NC can be an appropriate

future sustainable material for wide range applications in our daily

life.

Since NC research is booming stage, industrial commercialization is

not arrived yet and soon or later it will be reached. There is huge

market of NC. It is anticipated that the world market of NC will be 60

billion dollars in 2020. However, another technological breakthrough is

urgent in NC research. Once an ultra-strong fiber with lightweight and

low price can be made with NC, like carbon fiber, then load-bearing

composites can be made, which are essential for future automobiles and

wind turbines. This kind of technology breakthrough will trigger the

NC market soaring in the future. Also, regulation and standardization

of NC for safety and properties will be necessary for further

commercialization. 
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